
MEDINA POLICE REPORT 
MARCH 31, 2014 TO APRIL 6, 2014 

 
(14001946) Animal Complaint  Reported: 03-31-2014  1655  
Report of two dogs running at large.  Officer was able to locate the owner; dogs were transported 
to the dogs’ home.  The owner was given a verbal warning.  
Addresses Involved   
1500 block Medina Road, Medina 
(14001970) Counterfeit Note  Reported: 04-01-2014  1600  
Reported that a counterfeit five dollar bill had been found in a bundle of five dollar bills.  It is 
unknown where the bill came from or how long it had been in circulation at the bank.   
Addresses Involved   
100 Hamel Road , Medina 
(14001981) Suspicious Act  Reported: 04-02-2014  2041  
Report of a suspicious vehicle in the neighborhood.  Officer checked the area; however, was 
unable to locate the vehicle matching the description given.  
Addresses Involved   
Elsinore Circle and Morningside Road, Medina 
(14001982) Disturbance  Reported: 04-02-2014  2045  
Reported that a bobcat was cleaning the streets and causing a disturbance.  Construction noise 
was to be completed by 7:00 pm nightly.   Officer was able to make contact with the street 
cleaner who stated Lennar asked them to get the streets clean tonight because they had multiple 
showings coming up and wanted the area to look nice.  He was advised that it was past work 
hours and the people in the development were not happy about the noise so late at night.  He 
stated he was on his last street and was done for the night.   
Addresses Involved   
3100 block Butternut Drive, Medina 
(14001991) Unwanted Person  Reported: 04-03-2014  1039  
Report of an unwanted solicitor.  Solicitor left abruptly when advised the police were being 
called.  
Addresses Involved   
600 block Hamel Road, Medina 
(14002012) Hangup 911  Reported: 04-04-2014  1206  
Employee was attempting to make an international call. 
Addresses Involved   
2100 block Highway 55, Medina 
(14001987) Domestic Assault                                Reported:  04-04-2014  0400 
Report of a domestic assault. 
(Arrested)  Dante Lamar Cunningham, age 26, from Medina 
Address Involved 
400 block Medina Road, Medina 



(14002034) Suspicious Act  Reported: 04-05-2014  2132  
Officer observed an individual sitting the passenger seat of a parked vehicle eating.  Individual 
stated he was on the way to a friend's house in Plymouth and pulled over to eat.   
Addresses Involved   
Medina Road and Tamarack Drive, Medina 
(14002040) Slumper  Reported: 04-06-2014  0054  
Officer woke the driver up who said he had just pulled in to take a nap.   
Addresses Involved   
1300 block County Road 29, Medina 
(14002041) Unwanted Person  Reported: 04-06-2014  0231  
Reported that a female that was causing problems. Female had been drinking and was allowed to 
stay with a guest.   
Addresses Involved   
400 block Highway 55, Medina 
(14002042) Court Orders  Reported: 04-06-2014  0308  
Order for protection violation. 
Addresses Involved   
400 block Medina Road, Medina 
Arrested:  Dante Lamar Cunningham, age 26, from Medina 
(14002045) Animal Complaint  Reported: 04-06-2014  1105  
Dogs were returned to the owner. 

Addresses Involved   
Medina Road and Tamarack Drive, Medina 
 


